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E=m.c2 + c.dv (in considerations of the destruction of a photon and
teleportations of quantum state)
Preuve:
EN= m.cN2 + cN.dv in hypothesis of dark matter
cN=(1/T).[Σti (t.<ф.S/t>.dt)]
S={(x,y,z)/N.vi>0}
cN=1/T.[Σti (t<vi>dt)]
ф = flux = v / t.S
ф=f(t) increasing, proof by black holes
S=g(t) lessening et g(0)=infini
The explained bigbangs.
E=m.c2 + c.dv CQFD
E=m.c2 + c.dv
λ=c/T c=λ.T
E=m.(λT)2 + λ.T.dv
E=m.λ2.T2 + λ.T.dv
λ2.T2 + λ.T.dv – E = 0
dv = (E – λ2.T2)/λ.T = E/λ.T – λ.T the beauty is thus : dv= E/λ.T – λ.T
We live in a world or the losses of energies are negative and energy
conservation (s) positive with an effort.

dv represents a temporal radiation due to quantum teleportation caused by 
black holes. Dark matter is the speed expressed by themass, are related to 
mass equivalent teleportation. E ² = m.c is a chimera of void, because void 
have its state. 

One might note E = 1/2.m.c ² + c.dm with dm potential temporal energy, 
but the added mass equivalent to the mass of what is perceived. 

Per extension, t=  ʃ dv et donc : It.ΔX = B.  ʃ dv expressible under the form of
velocities...
Thus:
1. A needle planted in the ground emits(utters) radiations.
2. A pile(battery) emits(utters) two currents of opposite senses(directions)
3. A solid in movement is subjected to a close internal tension of v. N = || v. 
N  ||  4.  A  very  high-speed  subdued  spring(competence)  of  oscillation 
keeps(guards) its coefficient of elasticity because the stream of speed aims 
towards the infinity as long as the spring(competence) does not warm Prop: 



has Dt+dt he exite dirac Ed with topology of brilliance(radiation)
Proof: by the behavior of the spin of the atom of hydrogen
Prop: by integral calculus on the modelling of the spring(competence) and 
considering  the  spins  of  atoms the  transmutations  are  thus  possible.  To 
finish, to believe in quelquechose is needed a dead man, me I kill nobody, I 
am a scientist.
Au sujet de la science fiction :
1. A consumer society brings an idea of new radically different civilization 
seemingly batiments and ways of transportation.
2. The consideration for the individuals is however a relative stagnation of 
behavioral modus operandi and in a measure of new sciences.
3. The myths remain present on stage in new worlds, but in contrario of the 
reality expecting(heralding) from jealousy and from greed.
The essential  thought  is  to  want  to live in peace,  to reflect  or  to find 
solutions.
Note: the correction of E=m.c 2 of Einstein and the modelling of neurones 
by oscillators by applying E=mc 2 + c.dv allows to understand(include) the 
exact  functioning  of  the  brain,  as  hallucinatory  organ  aspiring  to  the 
thought. 
Note:  The  law  of  beauty,  is  something  defining  dice's  face  by  infinite 
periods on exact experience of throw in physic. Something that makes up 
your matrix in NxN.
References: transport and energies 1 and 2.


